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    1. Chapter 1- Prologue I-Beginnings

**Hello everyone. BlazingSpiral Here. This is my first time creating
a story so go easy on me.**

**I also want to thank Repstars for inspiring me to create this
story**

**Ps: I do not own Highschool DxD. They belong to Ichiei
Ishibumi**

* * *

><p>Tobias Walker is a 16 year old male and is currently a first year
in high school about to graduate to his second year. He is of average
height and possesses a slim build that belies his Strength. He has
spiky black hair and azure blue eyes that appear to gaze into your
very soul. Tobias is never seen without his black cape with an
intricate blue circle engraved on its back . He is an enigma to many;
the most people know about him is that he is a calm, quiet,
intelligent young man who is commonly seen in the library reading ,
as he would only interact with those he cared about or deemed
interesting, but those who interacted with him would often describe
him as an Overachiever, going above and beyond the goals and the
tasks that were given to him, helping others discover their talents
and push them to become the best they can be. Tobias always knew that
he was a different from other kids, a Maverick, one who breaks away



from and defies the mold of society. He doesn't feel ashamed about
it; in fact he draws pride from it. He believes that in order for one
to live their to the fullest, you must live life according to your
own terms, and give it your all in everything you do, so you feel no
regrets. He is the One Who Forges his own path, Breaking Limits of
What's Possible;Be it His Own or Those Around Him. This the story of
The Maverick.<p>

It had all started when he was a young boy and he had been exploring
the forest to get away some peace and quiet from the orphanage.
Tobias's life has been wrought with misfortune: at the age of 7 that
his parents were killed in an airplane accident, leaving him all by
himself. He was forced to live with his uncle; It was an absolute
hell because underneath the facade he created for the other adults,
his uncle was nothing but a no good junkie knew how to hide his
secrets well. Tobias was forced to go out and fetch his uncle's
drugs. He was forced to serve as his uncle's "delivery boy" for 2
years until his uncle, got himself killed due to an overdose. During
that time he was sent to the orphanage to be rehabilitated. During
that time with his uncle, he learned 2 important lessons: the first
is that You can't count on anyone to protect you but yourself, and
the second is that your life can end in an instant, so live it to the
fullest. His time in the orphanage was better than his time with his
uncle. He did not connect well with the other kids in the orphanage
due to his experiences,so he often sneaked out of the orphanage and
explored the forest as means to stave off his boredom and get some
alone time. During one of his adventures in the forest, he
encountered a big bad wolf that wanted to make him its dinner. In an
attempt to escape from the wolf he ran much deeper into the forest
and ended up climbing a tree to escape the wolf's jaws. He ended up
in the tree for half an hour before the wolf decided to call it
quits, because it decided that he was not worth eating. After waiting
several minutes, he decided that the coast was clear and climbed down
the tree. When he finally placed his feet on the ground, he realized
that he was in a completely different portion of the forest that he
has never explored and that rain was coming down in buckets . He
began to look around for any source of shelter when he felt a small
tug coming from a small cave. It was his only option of shelter at
the moment so he went in having no better options. When he went into
the cave, the cave lit up and he began to glow and when the glow had
faded he realized that his clothes were completely dry, like they
were never soaked. He was filled with curiosity and took one of the
lit torches and ventured deeper into the cave. As he went deeper into
the cave, the "tug" grew stronger and eventually discovering a secret
compartment and discovered the source of the tug: Right before his
eyes was a small green and black scroll with mysterious runes
engraved onto it giving off a small hum and glowing dimly floating
inches of its pedestal. As he got closer to the scroll, the tug grew
stronger until he reached out to touch it. No sooner did he make
contact with the scroll, he found it very difficult to stay awake and
before he lapsed into his dreams , he heard a voice reply "Welcome
"

* * *

><p><strong> That's all for now Authors Note BlazingSpiral Here;
Please give me reviews and let me know what I can do to improve this
story BlazingSpiral Out<strong>



    2. Chapter 2-Prologue II- Awakenings

**Hello This is BlazingSpiral. This is Part II of the prologue. There
will be 4 parts before DxD canon Begins **

**Disclaimer: I Do Not Own Highschool DxD, Kingdom Hearts, or RWBY.
They belong to their respective
creators**

"talking"

'_thinking'_

**"entity/beast/dragon talking"**

**'entity/beast/dragon'**

* * *

><p><strong>(?)<strong>

When Tobias opened his eyes he found himself floating in a starry
void, floating in a sea of a darkness with bright stars shining all
around him.

"**Welcome Young One**" A disembodied voice echoed from the
void.

Tobias looked around and said"Where am I!? Who are you!? "

The voice merely responded "We are currently in the Astral Realm, a
world that exists in the void between dreams and reality and as for
who am I?" "Let's just say that i am just a friend, but enough about
me let's talk about you. " **Congradulations! .. For You have been
given a chance to choose the path that you will take in the near
future**." The Voice echoed aloud.

Tobias eyes widened with disbelief, "Why Me?"He questioned

**"Not many people have achieved what you have done: This cave is
undetectable to those who lack [Drive**]"

"[**Drive**?]" Tobias asked in wonder "What is that?"

'[**Drive] is a power that lies within those possess powerful dreams
and desires."" It enables you to keep moving forward, defying the
impossible to achieve your dreams and goals." It appears that your
[Drive] still lies dormant, but it still was strong enough to lead
you here speaks volumes of how powerful your [Drive] will be when it
is awakened"**. "**The Time Has Come...**"The Voice intoned
deeply.

All of a sudden a blue checkered pillar sprang up from the depths of
the void and he began to float down to it until his feet had touched
the ground.

'**To Awaken your [Drive]'**

Three glass pedestals sprouted up from the checkered pillar. Three
items materialized and floated to different pedestal from the others.



Floating on top of the first pedestal was a well crafted black blade
with a blue shard on the pommel. On the second was a well engraved
shield ; it too had a gem-shard embedded in its center, the third was
a black wand with green circuit lines engraved in it with a blue
shard fused to it. All three of these objects oozed an aura of power,
they were also surrounded

**These three items are manifestations of a [Drive] that you can take
in your life. "So young one, what will be your choice**"

The katana raised it itself higher, illuminating with bluish light
from the gem shard.

"**Would you choose the path of Valor, the [Drive] of a warrior, one
who seeks out his enemies, those who wish harm upon him and his loved
ones, and defeats his foes?" **

The blade went back to its original position, and the shield rose,
moving as if blocking from some enemy.

"**Would you choose the path of defense, the [Drive] of the guardian
who protects himself and his loved ones from harm? The one who stays,
and refuses to budge for the sake if his loved ones**?

The shield also dropped back, and this time the staff spun up,
encased in light.

"**Or will you choose the path of wisdom, the [Drive] of the
visionary who creates miracles of help and preservation, ruin and
destruction?"**

"**This is your test. Make your choice**"

Tobias sat down to his feet, cupping his chin in his hands, After a
few minutes he stood up, his mind now made up.

Floating up to the sword quietly,he picked it up with his left hand.
Immediately, power flowed through his body and veins, deep in his
blood.

**"Is that your choice?"**

Tobias didn't answer, but shook his head anyways, and walked over to
the shield and also picked it up as well, placing it on his back.
This time his body felt stronger, tougher, than ever before.

The voice didn't speak.

He then went up to the staff and picked it up with his right hand.
His body felt even more powerful, as a strange energy came gushing
out of his body, no soul, bathed in a soft blue glow.

"**I see... You don't wish to adhere to a single path"** There was a
unidentifiable note there . Respect, perhaps even surprise, but
Tobias couldn't be sure. " **Nevertheless, do tell, why did you would
make such a choice?"**

Tobias answered with resolve " In order to become the best you can
possibly be, you must reach a balance within yourself. Courage is
useless if you don't have the Wisdom to use it, Defense can only take



you so far on its own, and Wisdom without Courage gets you nowhere. "
" That and by picking one, I would be restricting myself to a single
path , and i want to create my own path that i will walk without
regrets."

**"Impressive , truly impressive young one " "You are the first one
to have made this choice" **

All of the three weapons floated out his hands and began to dissolve
into particles of light leaving behind only the gem shards. The gem
shards began to rotate faster and higher in a circle until there was
a bright flash, and all that was left was a small blue gemstone with
a black circle engraved into it. The sapphire gemstone began to
slowly float down until it was just within reach .

The voice echoed " **This is the path of you have created : The path
of the Maverick, breaking free from fate, the path you create is your
own, ascending to the heavens, or descending to the depths of hell"
"Is this your choice?" **

"You don't even need to ask" replied Tobias. The gemstone transformed
into a blue orb of light and floated into his chest, merging with his
body and soul.

**'The Power within your soul has been awakened, but that will be all
for naught if you don't know how to use it...You will need it to
survive the trials of the near future. The scroll that you discovered
and the Spirit that dwells in your will teach you what you need to
know in order to use your powers... What happens next is up to
you.'**

The floor Tobias was standing on suddenly cracked , opening
underneath his feet.

The voice chuckled "**I look forward to see the path you will create
Young One"**

Tobias began to fall deeper into the starry void until the gemstone
released a bright flash of light, and he vanished from the realm.

* * *

><p><strong>Reality<strong>

When Tobias had opened his eyes, he found himself within the cave
once more. He slowly got up from the ground, hearing his limbs groan
in protest, but he endured it and finally rose up to his feet. He let
out a huge yawn and wondered aloud to himself " How long have I been
out?"

"_**For About 2 Hours**_" a voice replied

"Oh... Thanks" replied Tobias still groggy from waking up"

"Hey! Wait a minute" He barked out after he realizing that he was not
alone in his thoughts. His chest began to glow and a small orb of
green light floating right out of his chest ."Who are You?" Tobias
Questioned

"_**Who am I**_" The orb replied "That's a pretty good question... I



am a Spirit "

" Spirit?" Tobias repeated "What's that?"

" Spirits are denizens of the Astral realm, beings born from the
power of dreams and desires." The voice explained. "I am your Spirit,
the manifestation of your [Drive]" It is my job to train alongside
you and help you purify [Phantoms], and before you ask, [Phantoms]
are spirits corrupted by dark emotions and desires."

"So... What's your name?" Tobias asked the voice " All you told me
was what you are, not who you are."

"You may call me Tenno" the now named voice replied " I look forward
to training you,Tobias"

"The feelings mutual" Tobias chuckled

"Now that that's done, don't you think you should be getting back to
the orphanage" Tenno replied.

Tobias's face morphed into one of fear and shock "Oh Crap! I have to
get back or the matron will give me more chores as punishment. He got
up and run out the cave, with Tenno floating close behind,
laughing.

* * *

><p>Authors Note<p>

**BlazingSpiral Here; Please give me reviews and let me know what I
can do to improve **

**Stay Tuned for Part III**

**BlazingSpiral Out**
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End
file.


